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' 1 Claim. 

This invention relates to improvements in win 
dow shades and more particularly in that class of 
window shades composed of translucentmaterial. 
A principal object of the invention isto pro; ‘ 

5 vide a translucent shade of practicable form have 
ing superior ornamental characteristics. . ‘ I 

Another object is to provide a decorated‘trans 
lucent shade in which the ornamental ‘markings 
are protected from the‘deteriorating effects of the 

10 sun. ‘ 

Translucent shades of the type now‘ingeneral 
. use and of the usual construction are not adapted 
to ornamentation. Ornamental ?gures imposed . 
on such shades produce an undesirable splotched 

l5 appearance on the translucent background and 
color values are largely destroyed. Also the orna 
mental markings being exposedto the sunlight are 
subject to rapid‘deterioration and fading. At 
tempts to provide opaque areas on the body of 

20 the shade as a suitable background for ornamental 
?gures have involved such substantial changes in . 
the structure of the shade or ‘have so adversely, 
affected the general appearance as to‘ render. the 
shades commercially valueless. ‘ 

25 I have found it possible, by the present inven 
tion,, to provide a translucent shade having a‘ 
marked and highly desirable ornamental appear 
ance which in no essential respect departs from.‘ 
the accepted standard construction and which 

30 constitutes a readily manufacturable and highly 
commercial article. ‘ 

The invention will be readily understood from 
the attached drawing which shows in perspective 
a shade comprising a body portion'l of a suitable 

35 ?exible translucent material such a as paper on 
textile fabric. The shade departs from the usual 
construction in that it is provided at the lower» 
depending end with a decorated pocket 2, which‘ 
may vary in width according to the character of . 

(01. 156—10)> ‘ I. 

the decoration. In this‘ pocket is inserted ‘a i l 
wooden strip 3 or strip of other opaque material; 
‘which neatly ?ts the pocket. Without material " 
modi?cation in the standard shade constructiomI 
thus provide ‘at the lower end of the‘shade‘ an I‘ 5 

~ opaquefarea of su?icient dimension to receive an 
adequate ornamental design which being con-1 
?ned‘ entirely'to the opaque section shows to full‘ 
advantage, is not subject to fadingby sunlight, 
and does not adversely affect the appearance of‘ 
the transparent main section of the shade. ' 
Shades of this character may be readily manu~ 

factur'ed by ‘printing, lithographing, orotherwise 
decorating detached strips of the shade material 
which arethen suitably attached to the main body. 
of the shade; or the decoration maybe made on 

10 

‘the end of the shade itself. If the ?rst method'is 
used,‘ aisection of the shade material may be 
printed in one operation with a plurality of rela 
tively spaced decorated bands and subsequently 
divided to provide, the individual decorated strips 
which are attached to the body of ‘the shade as 
described. ‘The depth of l the pocket may be ‘made 
to conform with the size and character of the 
desired design. It will be understood, "however, 
that the methods of forming the pocket and pro 
ducing the ornamental design may vary without 
departure from the invention.‘ ' 

I claim: a’ . ‘ l , l V 

A shade of ?exible translucent material having 
a ‘transverse pocket adjoining the depending. end, 
said‘ pocket being of substantial depth,.a relaé 
.tively stiff substantially opaque reinforcing strip 
‘?tting said ‘pocket, and an ornamental design 
on at least one face of said shade con?ned entirely 
to‘the‘portion thereof embraced by the pocket 
and backed by said substantially opaque reinforc- _ 
ing strip. . ' » ' e r 
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